The ability to parse a complex auditory scene into perceptual objects is facilitated 23 by a hierarchical auditory system. Successive stages in the hierarchy transform an 24 auditory scene of multiple overlapping sources, from peripheral tonotopically-25 based representations in the auditory nerve, into perceptually distinct auditory-26 objects based representation in auditory cortex. Here, using magnetoencephalo-27 graphy (MEG) recordings from human subjects, we investigate how a complex 28 acoustic scene consisting of multiple speech sources is represented in distinct 29 hierarchical stages of auditory cortex. Using systems-theoretic methods of 30 stimulus reconstruction, we show that the primary-like areas in auditory cortex 31 contain dominantly spectro-temporal based representations of the entire auditory 32 scene. Here, both attended and ignored speech streams are represented with almost 33 equal fidelity, and a global representation of the full auditory scene with all its 34 streams is a better candidate neural representation than that of individual streams 35 being represented separately. In contrast, we also show that higher order auditory 36 cortical areas represent the attended stream separately, and with significantly 37 higher fidelity, than unattended streams. Furthermore, the unattended background 38 streams are more faithfully represented as a single unsegregated background 39 object rather than as separated objects. Taken together, these findings demonstrate 40 the progression of the representations and processing of a complex acoustic scene 41 up through the hierarchy of human auditory cortex. 42 represent an attended speech stream separately from, and with significantly higher 51 fidelity than, unattended speech streams. Furthermore, the unattended background 52 streams are represented as a single undivided background object rather than as 53 distinct background objects. 54 55 65
Significance Statement: 43
Using magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings from human listeners in a 44 simulated cocktail party environment, we investigate how a complex acoustic 45 scene consisting of multiple speech sources is represented in separate hierarchical 46 stages of auditory cortex. We show that the primary-like areas in auditory cortex 47 use a dominantly spectro-temporal based representation of the entire auditory 48 scene, with both attended and ignored speech streams represented with almost 49 equal fidelity. In contrast, we show that higher order auditory cortical areas 50
Introduction 56 Individual sounds originating from multiple sources in a complex auditory scene 57 mix linearly and irreversibly before they enter the ear, yet are perceived as distinct 58 objects by the listener (Cherry, 1953; Bregman, 1994; McDermott, 2009 ). The 59 separation, or rather individual re-creation, of such linearly mixed original sound 60 sources is a mathematically ill-posed question, yet the brain nevertheless routinely 61 performs this task with ease. The neural mechanisms by which this perceptual 'un-62 mixing' of sounds occur, the collective cortical representations of the auditory 63 scene and its constituents, and the role of attention in both, are key problems in 64 contemporary auditory neuroscience. temporal fidelity of non-invasive magnetoencephalography (MEG) neural 75 recordings. 76
In selective listening experiments using natural speech and MEG, the two 77 major neural responses known to track the speech envelope are the M50 TRF former, whereas a lack of segregated background objects would support the latter. 103
To address these issues, we use MEG to investigate a variety of potential 104 cortical representations of the elements of a multi-talker auditory scene. We test 105 two major hypotheses: that the dominant representation in core auditory cortex is across subjects. Each trial was of 220 s duration, divided into two 110 s sections, 135
to reduce listener fatigue. To help participants attend to the correct speaker, the 136 first 30 s of each section was replaced by the clean recording of the target speaker 137 alone, followed by a 5 s upward linear ramp of the background speakers. 138
Recordings of this first 35 s of each segment were not included in any analysis. To 139 further encourage the subjects to attend to the correct speaker, a target-word was 140 set before each trial and the subjects were asked to count the number of 141 occurrences of the target-word in the speech of the attended speaker. Additionally, 142 after each condition, the subject was asked to recount a short summary of the 143 attended narrative. The subjects were required to close their eyes while listening. 144
Before the main experiment, 100 repetitions of a 500-Hz tone pip were presented 145 to each subject to elicit the M100 response, a reliable auditory response occurring 146 ~100 ms after the onset of a tone pip. This data was used check whether any 147 potential subjects gave abnormal auditory responses, but no subjects were 148 excluded based on this criterion. 149 150 Data recording and pre-processing MEG recordings were conducted using a 160-151 channel whole-head system (Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Kanazawa, 152 Japan Terminology and Notation As specified in the stimulus description, in each 177 condition the subject attends to one among the three speech streams. The envelope 178 of attended speech stream is referred to as the 'foreground' and the envelope of 179 each of the two unattended speech streams is referred to as the 'individual 180 background'. In contrast, the envelope of the entire unattended part of the 181 stimulus, comprising both unattended speech streams, is referred to as the 182 'combined background'. The envelope of entire acoustic stimulus or auditory 183 scene, comprising of all the three speech streams is referred to as the 'acoustic 184 scene'. Thus, if ! , ! , ! are three speech stimuli,
is the 185 acoustic scene. In contrast, the sum of envelopes of three speech streams, 186
, is referred to as the 'sum of streams', and the 187 two are not mathematically equal: even though both are functions of the same 188 stimuli, they differ due to the non-linear nature of a signal envelope (the linear 189 correlation between the acoustic scene and the sum of streams is typically ~0.75). 
13 where ! ( ) is the (entire) acoustic scene, ! ( ) is the envelope of attended 230 (foreground) speech stream, and ! ( ) is the combined background (i.e., envelope 231 of everything other than attended speech stream in the auditory scene), and 232 and alternate hypotheses respectively. 297
The ratio of P(observations|H 0 ) and P(observations|H 1 ) is denoted as the Bayes 298 factor, BF 01 . Then, under the assumption of equal priors (P(H 0 ) = P(H 1 )), the 299 posterior odds reduces to BF 01 . A BF 01 value of 10 indicates that the data is ten 300 times more likely to occur under the null hypothesis than the alternate hypothesis; 301 conversely, a BF 01 value of 0.1 indicates that the data is 10 times more likely to 302 occur under the alternate hypothesis than the null hypothesis. Conventionally, a 303 null hypothesis, and a value between 10 and 30 is considered strong evidence; 305 conversely, a BF 01 value between 1/3 & 1/10 (respectively 1/10 & 1/30) is 306 considered moderate (respectively strong) evidence for the alternate hypothesis 307 (for more details we refer the reader to Rouder To test the hypothesis that early auditory areas represent the auditory scene 330 in terms of acoustics, rather than as individual auditory objects, we reconstructed 331 the acoustic scene (the envelope of the sum of all three speech streams) and 332 compared it against the reconstruction of the sum of streams (sum of 333 reconstruction envelopes of each of the three individual speech streams). Separate 334 decoders optimized individually were used to reconstruct the acoustic scene and 335 the sum of streams. As can be seen in Figure 3B , the result shows that the acoustic 336 scene is better reconstructed than the sum of streams (p < 2×10 -6 ). This indicates 337 that early auditory cortex is better described as processing the entire acoustic scene 338 rather than processing the separate elements of the scene individually. 339 340
Stimulus reconstruction from late neural responses 341
While the preceding results were based on early cortical processing, the following 342 results are based on late auditory cortical processing (responses with latencies 343 more than ~85 ms). Figure 4A ). Figure 5 shows the response prediction accuracies for the two 381 models. A permutation test shows that the accuracy of the Early-late model is 382
considerably higher than that of the Summation model (p < 2×10 -6 ). This indicates 383 that a model in which early/core auditory cortex processes the entire acoustic 384 scene but later/higher-order auditory cortex processes the foreground and 385 background separately has more support than the previously employed model of 386 parallel processing of separate streams throughout auditory cortex. In this study, we used cortical tracking of continuous speech, in a multi-talker 391 scenario, to investigate the neural representations of an auditory scene. Differing 392 latencies of the neural sources processing the same stimuli allow us to separate the 393 source activity temporally, thus enabling the tracking of differing neural 394 representations of the auditory scene. From MEG recordings of subjects 395 selectively attending to one of the three co-located speech streams, we observed 396 that 1) The early neural responses (with short latencies), which originate primarily 397 from core auditory cortex, represent the foreground (attended) and background 398 (ignored) speech streams without any significant difference, whereas the late 399 neural responses (with longer latencies), which originate primarily from higher-400 order areas of auditory cortex, represent the foreground with significantly higher 401 fidelity than the background; 2) Early neural responses are not only balanced in 402 how they represent the constituent speech streams, but in fact represent the entire 403 acoustic scene holistically, rather than as separately contributing individual 404 perceptual objects; 3) Even though there are two physical speech streams in the 405 background, no neural segregation is observed for the background speech streams. 406
It is well established that auditory processing in cortex is performed in a 407 hierarchical fashion, in which an auditory stimulus is processed by different 408 Simon, 2012b) as the neuronal mechanism underlying selective tracking. Natural 457 speech is quasi-rhythmic with different dominant rates at syllabic, word and 458 prosodic frequencies. The selective entrainment model suggests that attention 459 causes endogenous low frequency neural oscillations to align with the temporal 460 structure of the attended speech stream, thus aligning the high excitability phases 461 of oscillations with events in attended stream. This effectively forms a mask that 462 favors the attended speech. The temporal coherence model suggests that selective 463 tracking of attended speech is achieved through two stages. First is a cortical 464 filtering stage, where feature selective neurons filter the stimulus producing a 465 multidimensional representation of auditory scene along different feature axes. 466 This is followed by a second stage, coherence analysis, which combines different 467 features streams based on their temporal similarity, giving rise to separate 468 perceptions of attended and ignored streams. 469
The representation of an auditory scene in core auditory cortex is here 470 shown to be more spectro-temporal-or acoustic-based than object-based, as 471 demonstrated by the result that the envelope of the auditory scene is better 472 reconstructed than the sum of envelopes of the individual speech streams (e.g., 473 Figure 3B ). This is further supported by the result that the Early-late model 474 predicts MEG neural responses significantly better than Summation model (e.g., 475 Figure 5 ). This is consistent with previous studies that demonstrated that neural 476 activity in core auditory cortex was highly sensitive to acoustic characteristics of 477 speech and primarily reflects spectro-temporal attributes of sound (Nourski et al., 478 2009; Okada et al., 2010; Steinschneider et al., 2014) . All these results suggest that 479 early neural responses, primarily from core auditory cortex, reflect an acoustic-480 based representation rather than object-based. In contrast, Nelken and Bar-Yosef 481 (2008) suggest that neural auditory objects may form as early as primary auditory 482 cortex, and Fritz et al. (2003) show that representations of dynamic sounds in primary auditory cortex are influence by task. It is possible that less complex 484 stimuli are resolved earlier in the hierarchy of auditory pathway (e.g., sounds that 485 can be separated via tonotopy) whereas speech streams, which overlap both 486 spectrally and temporally, are resolved only much later in auditory pathway. 487
It is widely accepted that an auditory scene is perceived in terms of 488 auditory objects (Bregman, 1994 influence acts through the principle of temporal coherence. Between the two 514 opposing views, that streams are formed pre-attentively and that multiple streams 515 can co-exist simultaneously, or that attention is required to form a stream and only 516 that single stream is ever present as separated perceptual entity, these findings lend 517 support to the latter. 518
In summary, these results provide evidence that, in a complex auditory 519 scene with multiple overlapping spectral and temporal sources, the core areas of 520 auditory cortex maintains an acoustic representation of the auditory scene with no 521 significant preference to attended over ignored source, and with no separation into 522 distinct sources. It is only the higher-order auditory areas that provide an object 523 based representation for the foreground, but even there the background remains 524 
